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Two Amazing Teams: Unbabel + SARDINE Lab

SARDINE: Structure AwaRe moDelIng for Natural languagE
2



No science without measuring
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No science without measuring

“When you can measure what you are speaking about 
and express it in numbers you know something about 
it; but when you cannot measure it, when you cannot 
express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre 
and unsatisfactory kind: it may be the beginning of 
knowledge, but you have scarcely, in your thoughts, 
advanced to the stage of science.” 

— Lord Kelvin, 1883
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Evaluation shapes and guides research

We use it to:

● compare experiments,

● understand if one method / model is better than another,

● identify weaknesses and determine what to work on,

● decide which model we want to deploy / use.



Evaluation shapes and guides research

We use it to:

● compare experiments,

● understand if one method / model is better than another,

● identify weaknesses and determine what to work on,

● decide which model we want to deploy / use.

But is a “number” (a single score) enough to make progress? 😕



This talk: Evaluation in Machine Translation (MT)

● MT is a good example where evaluation research is quite advanced

○ WMT shared tasks

○ Lots of human annotated data, publically available

○ Very active meta-evaluation research.

● Everything in this talk can equally be applied to other NLP tasks.



● Two recent open-source projects led by our team:

○ xCOMET: Fine-Grained Automatic MT Evaluation

○ Tower: A Multilingual LLM for Translation-Related Tasks
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This talk



MT Hallucinations

“Looking for a Needle in a Haystack: A Comprehensive Study of 
Hallucinations in NMT”. N. Guerreiro, E. Voita, A. Martins. EACL 2013.

“Optimal Transport for Unsupervised Hallucination Detection in NMT”. 
N. Guerreiro, P. Colombo, P. Piantanida, A. Martins. ACL 2013.

“Hallucinations in Large Multilingual Translation Models”. N. Guerreiro, 
D. Alves, J. Waldendorf, B. Haddow, A. Birch, P. Colombo, A. Martins. 
TACL 2013.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2208.05309
https://arxiv.org/abs/2208.05309
https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.09631
https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.16104


Evaluation in Machine Translation



Two Choices

VS.
Human (e.g. MQM)

Slow, expensive, more reliable

Automatic (e.g. BLEU)

Fast, scalable, often unreliable



Human Evaluation

Some examples:

● Ranking – compare translations relative to each other

● Direct assessments – assign an absolute score

● Multidimensional quality metrics (MQM)



Multidimensional 
Quality Metrics (MQM)

● Ask annotators to highlight errors according 
to an internal error typology (for things like 
‘style’, ‘fluency’ and ‘accuracy’) and rank the 
error as either minor, major or critical.

● Calculate a document-level score as a 
function of the number and severity of 
errors in the translation.

(http://www.qt21.eu/mqm-definition/definition-2015-12-30.html)

http://www.qt21.eu/mqm-definition/definition-2015-12-30.html


CUA: Customer Utility Analysis

Excellent
The translation is practically fluent! There are almost no mistakes, and the 
occasional flaw does not affect the meaning and communication.

Good
Almost there! There are a few grammatical issues or inaccuracies in meaning, 
but the translation is generally understandable. 

Moderate
The translation has quite a few errors. The message and communication may 
only be partially understandable.

Weak
The translation has errors that critically impact the overall communication and 
meaning. The message may not be understandable at all.



CUA: Customer Utility Analysis



Requirements for Automatic Metrics

1. Strong correlation with human judgments,

2. Applicable to a wide range of languages, domains, and scenarios,

3. Interpretable, and

4. Fast and lightweight.



Does BLEU Satisfy Our Requirements?
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Does BLEU Satisfy Our Requirements?

…. and many more works show many flaws of BLEU!
12 Critical Flaws of BLEU

https://medium.com/@bnjmn_marie/12-critical-flaws-of-bleu-1d790ccbe1b1


Does BLEU Satisfy Our Requirements?

BLEU

Strong correlation with human judgments ❌
Applicable to a wide range of languages and domains ❓
Interpretable ❓
Fast and lightweight ✅



Does BLEU Satisfy Our Requirements?

BLEU

Strong correlation with human judgments ❌
Applicable to a wide range of languages and domains ❓
Interpretable ❓
Fast and lightweight ✅

Not really :( We need better automatic evaluation!



Can we learn an automatic metric to 
predict a quality score?



Score

S

H

R

Large, pre-trained 
Language Model

Combination 
of embeddings

Neural Network 
regresses on score

Source

Hypothesis

Reference

“COMET: A Neural Framework for MT Evaluation”.
Ricardo Rei, Craig Stewart, Ana C Farinha, Alon Lavie. EMNLP 2020.

COMET (Cross-lingual Optimized Metric for Evaluation of Translation)

https://aclanthology.org/2020.emnlp-main.213/


Idea:

Train a neural network to perform evaluation!

How? Taking advantage of human evaluation:

1) Human-mediated Translation Edit Rate (HTER)

2) Multidimensional Quality Metrics (MQM)

3) Direct Assessments (DA)

Since human evaluation is primarily source-based, there is value in including the source!

COMET (Cross-lingual Optimized Metric for Evaluation of Translation)

“COMET: A Neural Framework for MT Evaluation”.
Ricardo Rei, Craig Stewart, Ana C Farinha, Alon Lavie. EMNLP 2020.

https://aclanthology.org/2020.emnlp-main.213/


COMET: Performance
Spearman on segment level with MQM 
annotations for WMT21 (development data)



Can we estimate MT quality
without references?



Motivation:
What can we do if we knew the quality of a translation on-the-fly?

1) If it is good we can trust it and use it.

2) If it is not good we need to improve it (e.g. asking a human to post edit)

28



Motivation:
What can we do if we knew the quality of a translation on-the-fly?

Data 
Anonymization

Machine
Translation

Finished
Order

Order Quality
Estimation

Translator
Community

29



Motivation:

Data 
Anonymization

Machine
Translation

Finished
Order

Order Quality
Estimation

Translator
Community

Quality estimation ensures that the delivered quality is 
higher (better MQM) and reduces post-edit costs! 

30

What can we do if we knew the quality of a translation on-the-fly?



● Estimates translation quality (without 
seeing a reference)

● Is this translation OK to send out? (QE 
skips)

● Learns from what annotators highlight 
(MQM annotations)

● Does not provide a direct estimation of 
MQM but rather tries to identify 
major/critical translation problems

Quality Estimation vs Automatic Metrics

● Measures MT Model quality (with the aid 
of a reference)

● Is this MT model OK to deploy?    (MT 
retrainings)

● Learns from what annotators highlight 
(MQM annotations)

● Provides a direct estimation of MQM but 
the data requires more precious human 
effort



COMET-QE Dual Encoder

COMET was first developed for reference-based MT 

evaluation but it has been extended for QE as well!

● Sentence embeddings are created through 

average pooling

● Along with source and target embeddings we 

extract the element-wise difference and product 

between embeddings

● A feed forward is used to predict a quality 

assessment (MQM or DA).

32



QE is competitive with reference-based metrics!

33



WMT21 Metric task Results

Results of the WMT21 Metrics Shared Task: Evaluating Metrics with Expert-based 
Human Evaluations on TED and News Domain (Freitag et al., WMT 2021) 34

https://aclanthology.org/2021.wmt-1.73/
https://aclanthology.org/2021.wmt-1.73/


BLEU

Strong correlation with human judgments ❌
Applicable to a wide range of languages and domains ❓
Interpretable ❓
Fast and lightweight ✅

Does COMET Satisfy Our Requirements?
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BLEU COMET

Strong correlation with human judgments ❌ ✅
Applicable to a wide range of languages and domains ❓ ✅
Interpretable ❓ ❌
Fast and lightweight ✅ ❌

Does COMET Satisfy Our Requirements?

How can we make COMET more interpretable?



How can we make COMET more interpretable?



We need to go beyond a single score!

Examples (next):

● MT Telescope

● Explainable QE

● COMET with uncertainty quantification

● AutoMQM

● xCOMET 



An open-source tool which enables fine-grained comparative analysis of MT system 
performance.

Translation quality is extremely difficult to pin down. Standard practice uses tools 
to assign a quality score to translations. This score usually determines which translation 
systems we use:

‘Scores’ don’t tell us the full story: 

A system with a higher score is 

‘better’ but what is it better at? 

Translating customer names? 

Greetings?...

 

86.7 86.8

4
0



MT-Telescope allows MT engineers to fully understand the capabilities of a translation system.

It is an easy to use, web-based, interactive interface that exposes how different models 
translate.

MT-Telescope tools empowers 

engineers to make better decisions 

about translation quality.

 

4
1



Can we “explain” low scores with attribution methods?



WMT 2022 QE Task: Unbabel-IST Submission
Explainable QE shared task objective:

Identify translation errors via explainability methods (without any word-level supervision)

43



WMT 2022 QE Task: Unbabel-IST Submission

44



WMT 2022 QE Task: Unbabel-IST Submission
Attention heads provide good explanations!

* Results from IST-Unbabel 2021 Submission for the Explainable Quality Estimation Shared Task (Treviso et al., Eval4NLP 2021)
45

https://aclanthology.org/2021.eval4nlp-1.14/


WMT 2022 QE Task: Unbabel-IST Submission

* Results from IST-Unbabel 2021 Submission for the Explainable Quality Estimation Shared Task (Treviso et al., Eval4NLP 2021)
46

https://aclanthology.org/2021.eval4nlp-1.14/


WMT 2022 QE Task: Unbabel-IST Submission
We take advantage of the results 
from last year and we build a 
final layer that produces an 
output vector by attending on 
a subset of attention heads 
using sparsemax

This means that the model will 
learn to ignore several heads.. 
This has two effects:

1) Forces the model to focus 
on relevant heads

2) Reduces the search space 
for heads that correlate 
with MT errors.

47



WMT 2022 QE Final Results

48

Official results: https://www.statmt.org/wmt22/quality-estimation-task_results.html 

https://www.statmt.org/wmt22/quality-estimation-task_results.html


WMT 2022 QE Final Results

49

Official results: https://www.statmt.org/wmt22/quality-estimation-task_results.html 

https://www.statmt.org/wmt22/quality-estimation-task_results.html


WMT 2022 QE Final Results

50

Official results: https://www.statmt.org/wmt22/quality-estimation-task_results.html 

https://www.statmt.org/wmt22/quality-estimation-task_results.html


Can we handle uncertainty in quality scores?



Uncertainty-Aware MT Quality Evaluation

52

“Uncertainty-Aware Machine Translation Evaluation”.  T. Glushkova, C. Zerva, R. Rei, A. Martins. Findings of EMNLP 2021.

“Disentangling Uncertainty in Machine Translation Evaluation”. C. Zerva, T. Glushkova, R. Rei, A. Martins. EMNLP 2022.

● Instead of predicting a quality score, predict a confidence interval. 

● Some methods can capture both
○ epistemic (model) uncertainty (e.g. out-of-domain data, complex sentences)
○ aleatoric (data) uncertainty (e.g. noisy references, annotator disagreement)

https://aclanthology.org/2021.findings-emnlp.330.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.06546


Conformalizing MT Quality Evaluation

53“Conformalizing Machine Translation Evaluation”. C. Zerva and A. Martins. 2023.

→

● Returns a confidence interval with guaranteed coverage (contains the true score with 90% probability)

● Can also do equalized coverage – e.g. coverage spread equally across languages.  

Non-equalized Equalized

https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.06221


Can we learn to predict error spans from 
human annotations?



English to Spanish

Looking back at MQM:

https://qi.unbabel.com/

https://qi.unbabel.com/#report


English to Spanish

Looking back at MQM:

https://qi.unbabel.com/

How can we predict errors and their severities?

https://qi.unbabel.com/#report


xCOMET:
Fine-Grained Automatic MT Evaluation



New: xCOMET

Single model that:

● can be used as a metric or as a QE system:

○ Reference-based (ref-only and src+ref)

○ Quality estimation (src-only)

● can be used to score translations at the 

sentence level but also predict error spans 

(as MQM annotations)

“xCOMET: Transparent Machine Translation Evaluation through Fine-grained Error Detection”.
N. Guerreiro, R. Rei, D. Stigt, L. Coheur, P. Colombo, A. Martins.

TACL 2024.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.10482


Curriculum learning

xCOMET models undergo a 3-phase curriculum training.

● Phase 1: the model is trained exclusively on DA data, 

with sole focus on sentence-level regression
Warm-up

Shift the focus to word-level 
without compromising 

sentence-level capabilities

Mitigate potential decline of 
sentence-level capabilities from 

Phase 2

● Phase 2: we introduce word-level supervision; we 

continue training the model on MQM data (most 

emphasis on word-level task)

● Phase 3: we unify both tasks; we give more 

emphasis on sentence-level and use very 

high-quality MQM data



Correlation with human judgments
Sentence-level (WMT 22 News)

State-of-the-art metric, outperforming both MetricX and GPT-4 based 
sentence-level evaluation.



Correlation with human judgments
Sentence-level (WMT 22 News)

The inferred MQM scores via 
xCOMET’s error span predictions 
are very competitive with widely 

used metrics.



Correlation with human judgments
System-level evaluation 

WMT 22 News

WMT 23 Metrics Shared Task



Correlation with human judgments
System-level evaluation 

WMT 22 News

WMT 23 Metrics Shared Task

MQM inferred scores 
doing really well again!



Correlation with human judgments
Error span prediction

QE-style span detection 
outperforms AutoMQM 

(ref-based) w/ GPT3.5

LLM-based evaluation

State-of-the-art metric in error span prediction, 
outperforming AutoMQM approaches w/ generative LLMs.



Does xCOMET Satisfy Our Requirements?

BLEU COMET

Strong correlation with human judgments ❌ ✅
Applicable to a wide range of languages and domains ❓ ✅
Interpretable ❓ ❌
Fast and lightweight ✅ ❌
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Does xCOMET Satisfy Our Requirements?

BLEU COMET xCOMET

Strong correlation with human judgments ❌ ✅ ✅
Applicable to a wide range of languages and domains ❓ ✅ ✅
Interpretable ❓ ❌ ✅
Fast and lightweight ✅ ❌ ❓

COMETinho is a step in 
this direction!

(Rei et al., EAMT 2022)



Can we use QE to make MT better?



Quality Aware Decoding*:

* Quality-Aware Decoding for Neural Machine Translation (Fernandes et al., NAACL 2022) 69

https://aclanthology.org/2022.naacl-main.100/


Quality Aware Decoding

1) Translation candidates are 

generated according to the model; 

2) Using reference-free and/or reference 

based MT metrics, these candidates 

are ranked; 

3) The highest ranked one is picked as 

the final translation.

* Quality-Aware Decoding for Neural Machine Translation (Fernandes et al., NAACL 2022) 70

https://aclanthology.org/2022.naacl-main.100/


Quality Aware Decoding:
Impact on MQM

Error severity counts and MQM scores for WMT20 (large models). Best overall values are bolded. Methods with † are 
statistically significantly better than the baseline, with p < 0.05.

71



Also Works With LLM-based MT (even with few samples)

Error severity counts and MQM scores for WMT20 (large models). Best overall values are bolded. Methods with † are 
statistically significantly better than the baseline, with p < 0.05.

72

“An Empirical Study of Translation Hypothesis 
Ensembling with LLMs”.
A. Farinhas, J. Souza, A. Martins. EMNLP 2023.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.11430
https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.11430


Coming next: LLM-based QE



GEMBA

74

“Large Language Models Are State-of-the-Art 
Evaluators of Translation Quality”. Tom Kocmi, 
Christian Federmann. EAMT 2023. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.14520
https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.14520


AutoMQM

75

“The devil is in the errors: Leveraging LLMs for fine-grained machine translation evaluation”.
P. Fernandes, D. Deutsch, M. Finkelstein, P. Riley, A. Martins, G. Neubig, A. Garg, J. Clark, M. Freitag, O. Firat. 
WMT 2023. 

https://aclanthology.org/2023.wmt-1.100/


This is becoming a very active area of research

See also:

● Gemba-MQM (Kocmi & Federmann, WMT 2023)

● InstructScore (Xu et al., EMNLP 2023)

● LLM-Refine (Xu et al., NAACL 2024)

● etc.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.13988
https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.14282
https://aclanthology.org/2024.findings-naacl.92/


Tower:
An LLM for Translation-Related Tasks
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A big team’s effort
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Why the name Tower?



The vision for Tower

Goal: create the best open multilingual LLM.

Focus (for now): ~10 languages (mostly European).

In the future: more languages.  

Optimized for translation-related tasks: 

• Machine translation (MT)

• Quality Estimation (QE)

• Error span (MQM) prediction / explanations

• MT evaluation

• Source correction

• Automatic post-editing



The first suite of Tower models

Just released: Tower models that run at 7 and 13B params.

TowerBase

Base model with improved 
multilingual performance.

TowerInstruct

Optimized model 
(built on top of TowerBase) for 

translation-related tasks.



TowerBase

Llama 2

From LLaMA-2 to TowerBase.

Suite of models of different size

A lot of open research on top of 
the models

Not great for multilingual tasks

>

Extended multilingualization

How can we improve Llama 2 for multiple languages 
without compromising its general capabilities?

Just instruction-tuning for the tasks of interestA

B Continue pre-training on a large multilingual 
corpus (billions of tokens)

Use only monolingual data

Mix monolingual and parallel data

B1

B2



We built a corpus of 20B tokens with 
monolingual and parallel data 

2/3

1/3
Parallel

data

Monolingual 
data

We used data from mC4 for each of the 10 languages.
Filtering with deduplication, language identification, perplexity.
Uniform weight across languages.

20B
tokens

>

We used OPUS data for each of the 20 language pairs with English.
Filtering with Bicleaner and CometKiwi-22.
Uniform weight across all language pairs.

>



Details on training TowerBase

Training 
Conditions

Single node of 8 x A100 GPUs

We used Megatron-LM to train 
TowerBase

Training 
Time

10 days for TowerBase 7B

18-20 days for TowerBase 13B

Addition of 
parallel data

We append the parallel data as 
different documents of the 
format:

{SRC_LANG}: {SRC}\n{TGT_LANG}: 
{TGT}<EOS>



TowerInstruct

TowerBase

From TowerBase to TowerInstruct.

Multilingual capabilities

Good few-shot performance

No capability to follow 
instructions

>

Instruction Tuning

How can we improve Tower’s capabilities for tasks of 
interest? How can we make it a conversational model?

Suboptimal 0-shot performance

Collect lots of supervised data and just train on 
that data

A

B
Collect fewer samples but guarantee they are 
high-quality

Use only supervised data

Leverage conversational data and 
synthetic data from SOTA LLMs 
(e.g., GPT-4)

B1

B2



TowerBlocks balances translation-related data 
with instruction following data

Pre-translation
2%

Translation
27%

Post-translation
28%

Instruction following
43%

Named-entity 
recognition

100

Sentence-level translation

Context-aware 
translation

86

8

Multi-reference 
translation5

Doc-level & Terminology 
MT1

Share of each task in its corresponding branch of TowerBlocks, %

Error-span detection

Automatic post-edition

73

22

Translation ranking
5

Conversational data

Code instructions

62

37

Paraphrase generation
1



Out of English (en-xx) Into English (xx-en)

89.5

89.0

88.5

88.0

87.5

87.0

86.5

86.0

LLaMA-2 70B

Mixtral 8x7B

NLLB 54B

TowerInstruct-7
B
TowerInstruct-13B

GPT-3.5

GPT-4

TowerInstruct outperforms all open-weight 
alternatives in sentence-level translation

FLORES

● TowerInstruct (even the 7B) 
models outperform other 
open-weight alternatives and 
dedicated models (even of 
much larger scales)

>

CO
M

ET
-2

2

big gap

● TowerInstruct can be 
competitive with GPT-3.5 and 
GPT-4

● Performance in 
out-of-English could possibly 
be improved with further 
continued pre-training



TowerInstruct is competitive with GPT-3.5 and 
outperforms ALMA-R, a dedicated LLM-based MT model. 

WMT23

Out of English 
(en-xx)

Into English 
(xx-en)

78

Mixtral 8x7B

-2 70BALMA-R 7B
ALMA-R 13B
TowerInstruct-7B
TowerInstruct-13B
GPT-3.5
GPT-4

80

82

84

86

>

● TowerInstruct outperforms ALMA-R (continued 
pre-trained LLaMA-2 + MT alignment) models 
across the board.

TICO19

88

87

86

85
Out of English 

(en-xx)

LLaMA-2 70B

Mixtral 8x7B

NLLB 54B

TowerInstruct-7
B
TowerInstruct-13B

GPT-3.5

GPT-4

● TowerInstruct is competitive 
with GPT-3.5; still lags behind 
GPT-4.

CO
M

ET
-2

2

CO
M

ET
-2

2

ALMA-R



TowerInstruct also showcases great performance 
in translation-related tasks

LLaMA-2 70B

Mixtral 8x7B
TowerInstruct-7
BTowerInstruct-13B
GPT-3.5
GPT-4

APE NER GEC

Out of English 
(en-xx)

Into English 
(xx-en)

All languages All languages

>

● TowerInstruct is an effective 
post-editor, second only to GPT-4.

the lower, the 
better

CO
M

ET
-2

2

F1
 S

co
re

Ed
it

 R
at

e

● TowerInstruct outperforms all 
other models in NER.

● There is room for improvement in 
GEC, possibly because it is a 
held-out task.
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78
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Next steps: on the (modeling) road to EuroLLM…

Tower-1B model trained from scratch Croissant LLM – a French & English 
model trained from scratch

We have been testing our codebase and experimental setup extensively on 
various pre-training runs at smaller scales.

● A 1.6B model trained from scratch on 100B tokens 
on 12 different languages:

○ developed several scaling laws to predict the 
performance of the 1B model;

○ prevent problems in future runs (e.g., 
tokenization issues, etc.);

○ tested the pre-training codebase built on top 
of Megatron-Deepspeed.

● A 1.3B model trained from scratch on 3T tokens for 
French and English:

○ tested the codebase for multi-node runs;
○ issue proofing modeling and tokenization;
○ study the impact of incorporating parallel 

data during pre-training.

● CroissantLLM is a great bilingual model with 
exceptional performance in translation.

��



Grant Agreement 101070631: UTTER

A first look at… Tower v2

● At 7B parameters, it outperforms across the 
board the previous TowerInstruct-13B model

● Tower-v2 supports system prompts for better 
steerability and flexibility

● Tower-v2 is now a fine-grained machine 
translation evaluator with similar correlations as 
COMET-22

● Improved translation capabilities across all 
language pairs

Tower-v2 models WMT23

Out of English 
(en-xx)

Into English 
(xx-en)

TowerInstruct-13B
GPT-3.5

81.5

Co
m

et
Ki

w
i2

2

GPT-4
GPT-4o
Tower-v2

81.0

80.5

80.0

92



Grant Agreement 101070631: UTTER

and EuroLLM
A suite of models for European languages to be trained on EuroHPC – MareNostrum 5

1

We will train from scratch 7B 
and 30B parameter models.

These sizes will fit most needs 
for LLMs and go according to 
recent releases by big players.

Dense models of 7B 
and 30B parameters.

2

The best models out there are 
trained way beyond Chinchilla 
optimal. 

These 4T tokens will include 
data for all official EU 
languages.

The models will be 
trained on 4T tokens.

3

We are currently running 
several scaling laws on data 
mixes in order to predict the 
quality of our models, 
including training a 1B model.

This gives us a principled way 
to guide all our design choices 
from architecture to data mix.

We will use scaling laws 
to predict our training.
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Conclusions

● Trained automatic metrics (e.g. COMET) can get high correlations with 

human judgments – however, a single score is not enough

● These metrics can be modified to provide fine-grained information such 

as error spans → xCOMET

● We can obtain strong multilingual LLMs by continued pretraining and 

careful instruction tuning of English-centric LLMs → Tower

● Tower is a state-of-the-art model for MT and other MT-related tasks

● Tower v2 (to come soon) can also perform fine-grained MT evaluation.



Questions? 
andre.t.martins@tecnico.ulisboa.pt


